
A Hierarchy of Qualitative Representations for Space

Abstract

Research in Qualitative Reasoning builds and uses dis-
crete symbolic models of the continuous world . In-
ference methods such as qualitative simulation are
grounded in the theory of ordinary differential equa-
tions . We argue here that cognitive mapping - build-
ing and using symbolic models of the large-scale spa-
tial environment - is a highly appropriate domain for
qualitative reasoning research .
We describe the Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (SSH), a
set of distinct representations for space, each with its
own ontology, each with its own mathematical foun-
dation, and each abstracted from the levels below it .
At the control level, the robot and its environment
are modeled as a continuous dynamical system, whose
stable equilibrium points are abstracted to a discrete
set of "distinctive states ." Trajectories linking these
states can be abstracted to actions, giving a discrete
causal graph level of representation for the state space .
Depending on the properties of the actions, the causal
graph can be deterministic or stochastic . The causal
graph of states and actions can in turn be abstracted
to a topological network of places and paths . Local
metrical models, such as occupancy grids, of neigh-
borhoods of places and paths can then be built on the
framework of the topological network while avoiding
their usual problems of global consistency.
This paper gives an overview of the SSH, describes
the kinds of guarantees that the representation can
support, and gives examples from two different robot
implementations . We conclude with a brief discussion
of the relation between the concepts of "distinctive
state" and "landmark value ."

The Spatial Semantic Hierarchy
Building on recent progress in robot exploration and
map-building, we propose an ontological hierarchy of
representations for knowledge of large-scale space .
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An ontological hierarchy shows how multiple repre-
sentations for the same kind of knowledge can coexists .
Each level of the hierarchy has its own ontology (the
set of objects and relations it uses for describing the
world) and its own set of inference and problem-solving
methods . The objects, relations, and assumptions re-
quired by each level are provided by those below it .
The dependencies among levels in the hierarchy help

clarify which combinations of representations are co-
herent, and which states of incomplete knowledge are
meaningful .

In this paper, we formalize the computational model
of the cognitive map as developed by Kuipers and
his students (Kuipers 1978 ; Kuipers & Byun 1988 ;
1991) . That theory was motivated by two insights from
observations of human spatial reasoning skills and the
characteristic stages of child development (Lynch 1960 ;
Piaget & Inhelder 1967 ; Hart & Moore 1973) . First,
a topological description of the environment is central
to the cognitive map, and is logically prior to the met-
rical description . Second, the spatial representation is
grounded in the sensorimotor interaction between the
agent and the environment .
The Spatial Semantic Hierarchy (SSH) (Kuipers &

Levitt 1988) abstracts the structure of an agent's spa-
tial knowledge in a way that is relatively indepen-
dent of its sensorimotor apparatus and the environ-
ment within which it moves. The following informally
describes the knowledge at the different SSH levels,
which will be described more formally below .

The sensorimotor system of the robot provides con-
tinuous sensors and effectors, but no direct access
to the global structure of the environment, or the
robot's position or orientation within it .

At the control level of the hierarchy, the ontology is
an egocentric sensorimotor one, without knowledge
of fixed objects or places in an external environment .
A distinctive state is defined as the local maximum
found by a hill-climbing control strategy, climbing
the gradient of a selected sensory feature, or dis-
tinctiveness measure . Trajectory-following control
laws take the robot from one distinctive state to the
neighborhood of the next, where hill-climbing can
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find a local maximum, reducing position error and
preventing its accumulation .

" At the causal level of the hierarchy, the ontology con-
sists of views, which describe the sensory images at
distinctive states, and actions, which represent tra-
jectories of control laws by which the robot moves
from one view to another . A causal graph of asso-
ciations (V, A, V') among views, actions, and result-
ing views represents both declarative and imperative
knowledge of routes or action procedures .

" At the topological level of the hierarchy, the ontology
consists of places, paths, and regions, with connec-
tivity and containment relations . Relations among
the distinctive states and trajectories defined by the
control level, and among their summaries as views
and actions at the causal level, are effectively de-
scribed by the topological network . This network
can be used to guide exploration of new environ-
ments and to solve new route-finding problems . Us-
ing the network representation, navigation among
distinctive states is not dependent on the accuracy,
or even the existence, of metrical knowledge of the
environment .

" At the metrical level of the hierarchy, the ontology
for places, paths, and sensory features is extended to
include metrical properties such as distance, direc-
tion, shape, etc . Geometrical features are extracted
from sensory input, and represented as annotations
on the places and paths of the topological network .
Two fundamental ontological distinctions are em-

bedded in the SSH . First, the continuous world of the
sensorimotor and control levels is abstracted to the dis-
crete symbolic representation at the causal and topo-
logical levels, to which the metrical level adds contin-
uous properties . Second, the egocentric world of the
sensorimotor, control, and causal levels is abstracted
to the world-centered ontologies of the topological and
metrical levels .

Formalizing the levels of the hierarchy draws on dif-
ferent bodies of relevant theory : the sensorimotor and
control levels on control theory and dynamcal systems ;
the causal level on logic and stochastic transition mod-
els ; the topological level on logic and simple topology ;
the geometrical level on estimation theory and differ-
ential geometry .
The Spatial Semantic Hierarchy approach contrasts

with more traditional methods, which place geomet-
rical sensor intepretation (the most expensive and
error-prone step) on the critical path prior to creation
of the topological map (Chatila & Laumond 1985 ;
Moravec & Elfes 1985) . The SSH is consistent with,
but more specific than, Brooks' (1986) subsumption
architecture, particularly levels 2 and 3 .
The SSH representational framework has been im-

plemented on several different simulated and physi-
cal robots . Figure 1 (modified from (Kuipers & Byun
1991)) shows how the control level definition of states
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and trajectories grounds the topological description of
places and paths, which in turn supports exploration
and planning while more expensive sensor fusion meth-
ods accumulate metrical information . When metrical
information is available, it can be used to optimize
travel plans or to disambiguate apparently identical
places, but when it is absent navigation and explo-
ration remain possible . Figure 2 demonstrates a frag-
ment of behavior of an RWI B12 robot, using a ring of
12 sonar sensors, as it follows control laws and identi-
fies a distinctive place in the indoor office environment .

The Sensorimotor Level
The robot has an objective location in the environ-
ment, but it does not have direct access to a representa-
tion of that location in an absolute frame of reference .
Assume that the environment is two-dimensional, so
that the state of the robot has three dimensions : posi-
tion (x, y) and orientation B . The vector of state vari-
ables is x = [x, y, B]T . The robot also has a memory M
including symbolic descriptions of goals, beliefs, etc .,
which can influence the choice of control law, hence
behavior .
The robot has a vector of sensors providing input

s = [so . . . . s�_1]T and a vector of motor outputs u =
1110 . . . . uk_1]T by which it can change its position in
the environment .
The sensor values are a function of the robot's state,

ISO' . . ., s� _ 1 ]T = s = T (x) = T(x, y, 9) .

	

(1)
All variables are piece-wise continuous functions of
time . This model treats the environment as static,
with the only changes being to the robot's position
and orientation .
The "physics of the environment" (or dynamics of

the robot),

[ .i, y, 9 ]T = x = 0(x, 11) = ~D(x, y, 9, uo, . . . uk_1)

	

(2)
specifies how the state, and hence the sensory values,
change with time as a function of the current state and
the motor outputs . The robot does not have direct
access to its state variables, but only to the sensory
information s(t) provided to it as it moves through the
environment .

The Control Level
The purpose of the SSH control level is to select and
execute control laws for travel through the environ-
ment . During exploration, locally well-behaved fea-
tures of the sensory input are identified and used to
construct suitable control laws . During travel through
a known environment, control laws are retrieved from
the causal level of the cognitive map .
During a particular segment i of reactive behavior,

the robot moves through the environment by setting
its motor vector in response to its sensory inputs, ac-
cording to a control law Xi .

[110, . . ., uk-1] = u = Xi(s) = Xi(so . . . . s,~_1)
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Figure 1 : Simulated NX robot applies SSH exploration
and mapping strategy .

(a) The simulated NX robot uses range-sensors to
explore and map an environment (Kuipers & Byun
1991} . The exploration and control strategies identify
random and systematic sensor errors, and thus provide
robustness. (b) The topological map (fragment) iden-
tifies places and paths with the distinctiveness mea-
sures that define them (e .g ., equidistance from nearby
obstacles, discontinuous sensor changes), and repre-
sents their connectivity relations . (c) The metrical
map consists of annotations on each place and path,
and can be relaxed into a global 2D frame ofreference .
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Figure 2 : Spot, a physical robot, applying SSH control
strategies .

Spot moves along a right wall, identifies a distinctive
place, turns left, and begins to follow the next wall .
This figure plots the position of the robot and the
single most relevant sonar reading, on a map of the
comdor it is exploring .

Although X ; is purely reactive (i .e ., determined by
s), its selection depends both on the currently per-
ceived environment, and on goals and other aspects of
the robot's state not described at the control level . For
example, sitting at an intersection, the robot's goals
determine whether to invoke a control law for a left or
right turn, or to continue straight . For a given choice
of control law X;, equations (1), (2), and (3) define a
dynamical system that describes the behavior of the
robot interacting with its environment .

Distinctiveness Measures

A critical step in our approach is the identification of a
discrete set of locally distinctive states within a contin-
uous state-space . A locally distinctive state can be de-
fined in terms of the behavior of a control law if we can
identify a continuous distinctiveness measure with an
isolated locaa maximum in the current neighborhood .
A distinctiveness measure (or "d-measure") d is

a continuous function d{s) -~ ~ . The set D =
{d o , . . . d�,_ 1 } of distinctiveness measures depends on
the environment and sensorimotor system of the par-
ticular robot . A d-measure can be used to define a
point-like distinctive state, such as the state equidis-
tant from three obstacles and oriented midway between
two of them; or a path-like trajectory, such as the mid-
line of a corridor . Pierce and Kuipers (1994) show how
d-measures and control laws can be learned from un-
guided experience .
Each d-measure d has an appropriateness measure

ad(s) -~ [0,1] that specifies the degree to which d is
useful for control . a d need not be continuous, and it
may depend on goals or other aspects of the robot's
state, as well as the sensory input stream s(t) to the
robot . It is sometimes useful to think of a d-measure
d as having a prerequisite ~d(s) which must be true
for d to be defined . This can be subsumed by the
appropriateness measure : ad(s) - ad(s) > e, for some
user-specified c >_ 0 .
A neighborhood nbd(d) of the distinctiveness measure

d is a connected subset of the set of states where na{s)
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is true . That is, a given distinctiveness measure may
have several disconnected neighborhoods in different
parts of the environment .

Local Control Laws
Navigation at the control level is an alternation be-
tween two different types of control laws : hill-climbing
control laws to reach a nearby local maximum of a d-
measure, and trajectory-following control laws to move
from one part of the state space to another . One way
to express these is through a simple but general local
control law associated with a given d-measure d, spec-
ifying a direction of change in the state space of the
robot :

z = [x, y, B]T = k1 17d+ k2Nd

	

(4)
where Vd is the gradient of d in the state space, and
Nd is a unit vector orthogonal to Od.

Since more than one d-measure d E D may be appro-
priate during a given trajectory, we take the weighted
average in the spirit of heterogeneous control (Kuipers
& Astrom 1994) :

ic = EdED ad(t) [k 10d + k2 Nd]

	

(5)

EdeD ad(t)

where ad(t) is an appropriateness measure for d. When
d is not meaningful, ad(t) = 0 . Note that as the robot
moves, the effective number of participating local con-
trol laws may change .

Other compositional approaches to control include
potential field methods (Arkin 1989 ; Slack 1993) and
fuzzy control (Mamdani 1974 ; Kosko 1992) . Ap-
propriateness measures and other parameters of the
control laws Xi may be acquired and optimized by
function-learning methods including neural nets (e.g .
(Pomerleau 1993)) and memory-based learning (Atke-
son, Moore, & Schaal 1996 ; Moore, Atkeson, & Schaal
1996) .
Hill-Climbing . Starting in the state where a

trajectory-following control law terminates, identify
the applicable hill-climbing d-measure(s) . For a hill-
climbing control law of the form (4), the k1 Vd term
points the robot toward the local maximum, and
k2 = 0. A distinctive state (x, y, 0) is the state of
the robot when a hill-climbing control law termi-
nates ; i .e ., when is = Vd = 0.

Trajectory-Following . Starting at a locally distinc-
tive state, select and obey a trajectory-following con-
trol law (or a sequence of local control laws) until it
terminates . For a trajectory-following control law
of the form (4), the term k10d keeps the robot on
the desired trajectory, and k2Nd moves it along the
trajectory in one direction or the other depending
on the sign of k2 . A trajectory-following control law
terminates when is changes discontinuously (or very
quickly) . In equation (5) this would happen when
some ad(t) suddenly becomes zero while the corre-
sponding control action [k, 17d + k2Nd] is non-zero .
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For example, a robot starts at one end of a corridor,
facing "open space ." It takes a trajectory consisting of
open-loop motion into the corridor it faces, then fol-
lowing the midline to the end of the corridor . Upon
reaching the end, the robot does hill-climbing to posi-
tion itself equidistant from nearby obstacles .

Putting Control into Action

The local control law (5) provides a desired direction
of motion z in state space, which must be translated
into values for the robot's motor output variables u .

In simple cases, the dynamics of the robot (equation
(2)) will have a pseudo-inverse (D- 1 so that, given x
and a desired z, we can directly compute

u = (D-1 (x, ir) such that is = (D(x, u) .

	

(6)

In general (i .e ., for a robot with non-holonomic mo-
tion constraints), there may be no way to achieve a
desired z for a given state x (cf . (Latombe 1991)) . In
such a case, we specify the control goal as a net change
Ox to be obtained over some period of time . Then we
assume the ability to plan a sequence of continuous ac-
tions (e .g ., (Penberthy & Weld 1994)), or to retrieve a
previously developed control plan :

p = plan(x, Ox), such that u = p(x, t)

	

(7)

has the desired effect of reaching the state x + Ox.
Note that, as with parallel parking, the intermediate
states of the plan p may be farther from the goal than
the initial or final states . Further extensions will be re-
quired to cope with pedestrians and other unexpected
obstacles .

Equation (5), along with either (6) or (7), provides
an instance of the control law Xi required by equa-
tion (3) . Thus, the robot's behavior during a single
hill-climbing or trajectory-following segment consists of
the state-evolution of a particular dynamical system .
Higher-level symbolic reasoning intervenes at the joints
between these segments to determine which dynamical
system controls the behavior .

The Causal Level
When a sequence of control laws - trajectory-
following then hill-climbing - reliably takes the robot
from one distinctive state to another, we abstract the
sequence of control laws to an action A, and the two
distinctive states to the sensory images, or views, V
and V, obtained there . Their association is repre-
sented by the schema (V, A, V') .
When this abstraction can be applied across the en-

vironment, the continuous state space in which the
robot is described as following the trajectories of a dy-
namical system is abstracted to a discrete state space
in which the robot is described as performing a se-
quence of discrete actions .



Views, Actions, and Schemas
A view is a description of the sensory input vector
s(t) = [si(t) . . . . s � (t)] obtained at a locally distinctive
state, (x, y, 0) . A view could be a complete snapshot
of s(t), or it could be a partial description, consistent
with more than one value of s .
An action denotes a sequence of one or more con-

trol laws which can be initiated at a locally distinctive
state, and terminates after a hill-climbing control law
with the robot at. another distinctive state . A typ-
ical action might consist of an open-loop trajectory-
following control law to escape from the current neigh-
borhood, then a closed-loop trajectory-following con-
trol law to reach a new neighborhood, and finally a hill-
climbing control law to reach a new distinctive state .
A schema is a tuple (V A, V'), representing the

(temporally extended) event in which the robot takes
a particular action A, starting with view V and termi-
nating with view V' .

In the following, holds(V, so ) means that the view V
is observed in situation so ; do(A, so) means that action
A is initiated in situation so ; and result(A, s o ) denotes
the situation resulting after action A is initiated in
situation so and terminates in a new distinctive state .
The schema (V A, V') has two meanings :

declarative :

	

holds(V so) -> holds(V', result(A, so))
imperative :

	

holds(V now) =:;, do(A, now) .

The declarative meaning is standard situation calculus
(McCarthy & Hayes 1969) . The imperative meaning is
intuitively clear, but not formalized .

Procedurally, in order for a complete schema
(V, A, V') to be created from observations during be-
havior, the partially filled schema (V A, nil) must be
preserved in working memory during the time required
to carry out the action A to termination . In case of
interruption, it may be that only the partial schema
is stored in long-term memory . The partially filled
schema (V, A, nil) lacks the declarative meaning of the
complete schema, but has a restricted version of the
imperative meaning :

Routines

imperative :

	

holds(V now) =~. do(A, now) .

A routine is a set of Schemas, indexed by initial view.
It represents the sequence of actions and intermediate
views in a behavior that moves the robot from an initial
to a final distinctive state . A routine can be used either
as a description of the behavior, or as a procedure for
reproducing it .

Consider the alternating sequence of views and
actions Vo,Ao,V1,A,,Vz, . . .,Vn_1,An_i,Vn leading
from Vo to Vn .
" A routine R is complete from view Vo to Vn if R

contains the schema (V;, Ai, Vi+1) for each i from 0
ton-1 .

" A routine R is adequate from Vo to V if R contains
either (l+, Ai, Vi+1) or (Vi , Ai, nil) for each i from 0
ton-1 .
An adequate routine supports "situated action" :

physical travel from state Vo to Vn within the envi-
ronment (Agre & Chapman 1987) . It also general-
izes naturally to causal graphs such as universal plans
(Schoppers 1987), which are sets of rules specifying the
actions to take at each state in a state-space to move
toward a given goal . In addition to situated action, a
complete routine supports cognitive operations such as
mental review or verbal description of the route in the
absence of the environment .

The Topological Level
The topological map describes the environment as a
collection of places, paths, and regions, linked by topo-
logical relations such as connectivity, order, contain-
ment, boundary, and abstraction . Places, paths, and
boundary regions are created from experience repre-
sented as a sequence of views and actions . They are
created by abduction, positing the minimal additional
set of places, paths, and regions required to explain the
sequence of observed views and actions .
" A place describes part of the robot's environment as

a zero-dimensional point . A place may lie on zero
or more paths . A place may also be defined as the
abstraction of a region .

" A path describes part of the robot's environment,
for example a street in a city, as a one-dimensional
subspace . It may describe an order relation on the
places it contains, and it may serve as a boundary
for one or more regions . The two directions along a
path are dir = -f-1 and dir = -1 .

" A region represents a two-dimensional subset of the
robot's environment . The set of places in a region
share a common property. A region may be defined
by one or more boundaries, by a common frame of
reference, or by its use in an abstraction relation .

Co-occurrence Implies Topological
Connections
The "current context" or "You-Are-Here pointer" de-
scribes the current state of the explorer . The topo-
logical level adds the current place, path, and 1-D di-
rection to the current context . Simultaneous presence
of several descriptions in the current context implies a
topological connection .

current-place (p) A current-view(v) -1 at(v, p)
current-path(p) A current-direction(d) A

current-view(v) -+ along(v, p, d)
current-place (p)

	

A

	

current-path(path)

	

-i
on-path(p, path) .

The 1D topological order of places along the current
path is inferred from a Travel action and the current
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direction . We can also infer, or abduce, topological
boundary and containment relations among regions,
paths, and places .

Abduction to Places and Paths from
Views and Actions
The definition of topological places is coupled with a
categorization of actions into those that change the
current place, called Travel actions, and those that
leave the current place the same, called Turn actions .
An action description includes a term representing the
observed magnitude of the corresponding control laws,
from internal effort sensors such as odometry . Since an
action must begin and end at a locally distinctive state,
not every magnitude of Turn or Travel is a meaningful
action .
" (V, (Turn a), V) means that place(V) = place(V)
and a is monotonically related to the magnitude of
the turn from B(V) to 8(V') . (place(V) denotes the
place where the robot observed V. Since places can
have identical views, it is not necessarily a function
only of V .)

" (V, (Travel d), V)

	

means

	

that
place(V) 0 place(W) if d :A 0, and d is monoton-
ically related to the distance traveled from place(V)
to place(W) .
We use the following observations as the basis for

abduction of the connectivity properties of places and
paths, given sequences of views and actions . Since
different places could provide the same sensory im-
age, sophisticated inference and even physical travel
may occasionally be required to identify the current
place from the current view (Kuipers & Byun 1988;
Dudek et al. 1991) .
" Every view is observed at a place .

bview 3place at(view, place)
" A Turn leaves the traveller at the same place .

(V, (Turn a), V) -+ 3place [at (V, place) nat(V', place)]
(8)

" A Travel leaves the traveller on the same path, facing
the same direction . If the distance traveled is non-
zero, the starting and ending places are different .
(V, (Travel d), V') A d $ 0 -+
3P1, P2 [PI t- P2 n at (V, pi) A at (W, P2)]
(V, (Travel d), V') --+
3path, dir [along(V, path, dir) Aalong(V', path, dir)]
The topological level supports an array of problem-

solving methods, augmenting graph search with heuris-
tics based on the boundary and containment relations
(not described here) that regions add to the topological
map .
We have implemented a system that takes alternat-

ing sequences of views and actions from tours of a sim-
ulated urban environment and builds causal, topologi-
cal, and local 1-D metrical descriptions of the environ-
ment .
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The Metrical Level
Local 1-D Geometry
Observations of the magnitudes of actions provide
information about the local geometry of places and
paths . (V, (Travel d), V') provides evidence about
the distance between two places on the current path .
(V, (Turn a), W) provides evidence about the angle
between obstacles and/or paths at the current place .
This information can be represented as 1-D (linear or
circular) metrical properties of the individual places
and paths in the topological map . These properties
are accumulated incrementally by the same abductive
process that builds the topological map .

Local 2-D Geometry
If we take into account the fact that the topological
map is embedded in a 2-D space, we can incremen-
tally accumulate local descriptions of place neighbor-
hoods and path segments as 2-D manifolds . Occu-
pancy grids (Moravec 1988 ; Konolige 1995), sonar tar-
get maps (Leonard & Durrant-Whyte 1992 ; MacKenzie
& Dudek 1994), and generalized cylinders (Nevatia &
Binford 1977 ; Brooks 1981) are three representations
for 2-D manifold descriptions of local place neighbor-
hoods and path segments .

Global 2-D Geometry
Once the topological and local metrical descriptions
are sufficiently rich and reliable, these descriptions can
be relaxed into a global 2-D frame of reference (fig-
ure 1(c)) . However, this representational transforma-
tion is never on the critical path for exploration, map-
learning, route-planning, or navigation .

Guarantees
A state s is localizable if, starting from s, there is a
reliable method for traveling to a distinctive state, and
thus being localized within the topological map. The
localizable states are defined in terms of (a) the se-
lection criteria for control laws, as embodied in the
appropriateness measures ad(s), and (b) the basins of
attraction defined by those control laws, considered as
dynamical systems . A state s is reachable if, starting
at a localizable state, there is a reliable method for
the robot to travel to s . Using the framework defined
above, we can analyze which states in the physical en-
vironment are localizable and/or reachable, giving var-
ious levels of knowledge in the cognitive map .

Discussion
The concept of "distinctive state" as used here for cog-
nitive mapping appears to generalize certain aspects of
the concept of "landmark value" as used for qualitative
simulation .
Landmark values in QSIM corresponding to sign

changes, operating region transitions, or extreme
points in the behavior all represent individual real



numbers . Ordinal relations with these landmarks sup-
port straight-forward qualitative hill-climbing, so they
are distinctive within their quantity spaces . The only
landmark values with a different character are those
corresponding to initial values, which represent uni-
versally quantified variables ranging over a set defined
by pre-existing landmark values .
Both cognitive mapping and qualitative simulation

rely on abstracting a continuous underlying space to a
discrete set of objects with symbolic names and sym-
bolic relationships . In spite of the differences between
the domains, I believe that the common structure will
prove to be important.
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